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Hello
I remember my first summer visit to Ewyas Harold,
and whilst I did not find one of its specialities, the Grizzled
Skipper, the Pearl-bordered Fritillary was on the wing in
good numbers. Since this became a Butterfly Conservation
Reserve, Ian Hart along with a small group of volunteers
has done a significant amount to improve habitat. I
understand that this butterfly had a good season in 2017,
but it does need all the help it can get. To this end Ian and
Lucy Morton have set up a monthly Tuesday work party
group, and are keen to recruit more people. The group will
also continue to meet on the third Saturday. Do consider going along and encourage anyone you know who
may attend –the next Tuesday date is November 7. One key task over the last two winters has been to open
a flight path between the meadows on the Reserve itself and the Common where the Fritillary mainly
breeds.
Not strictly a Herefordshire butterfly any more, but much work is underway to bring the Grayling
back into the County from its now restricted range on the north Malvern Hills. Did you see Mel Mason on
BBC Midlands Today where the cameraman was lucky enough to be shown mating and egg laying activity
on a sunny July day? It made for a very good television feature on the same evening. Mel has done an immense amount to organise work parties with Malvern Hills Trust in inhospitable places on the Hills. The
Grayling bred in good numbers this summer after an early
emergence. We are hoping that it will respond by spreading back towards its former strongholds, such as Broad
Down and Herefordshire Beacon.
While doing the rounds of key species, the Wood
White definitely is a Herefordshire speciality. To that end
the BC project led by Rhona Goddard “Making a Stand for

Wood White” has focussed on four key areas across three counties. It is good to report that the adults
taken from Haugh Wood did the business at Monkwood where counts of up to 70 plus were logged in
July. However it was recognised that recently numbers have not been high at Haugh Wood so the next
phase of the project included habitat improvement work there.
To round off here is a date for your diary –this year the Branch AGM will be held near Hereford in
Woolhope Village Hall on Saturday November 18 following the National AGM which is on November 11 in
Cheltenham. We hope to report by then that our new website is live, and to hear reports of a better
summer for our butterflies. Thanks to Bob Hall for arranging the venue.
Peter Seal - Chairman, West Midlands Branch, Butterfly Conservation

A Great New Record
Back in the 1980’s we were fortunate to get a record for a Dark
Green Fritillary Argynnis aglaja in Haugh Wood, I say fortunate because
at the time the species count for the wood was going up a lot and we
were able to add one more to the list! Since then I have not heard of
anyone seeing, let alone recording, another example of the butterfly in
the wood. The butterfly used to be quite common through the county
and later in this newsletter is another reference to its occurence . It
favoured some of the open and slightly elevated commons and hillsides
and it could be found in the Malverns and on some of the commons near
Aymestry; I think it was also on Bromyard Down and Bringsty Common. But for the last two years the only
records have come from Ewyas Harold Common where it used to be prolific, sadly not so now. When some
of us carried out the survey of the Herefordshire Wildlife Trust reserves a few years ago no specimens
were recorded at all, a sorry state of affairs. So the arrival of the following letter via Bob Hall our hard
working recorder was a delight to read.
“Dear Bob,
I was at Haugh Woods yesterday afternoon, main car park and followed the red walk, around 1 to 3pm and
saw 3 Silver Washed fritillaries initially, all feeding on bramble flowers. I then crossed over the road and
walked into the area for the green walk, just past the metal barrier. On the right almost immediately is a
wonderful area with masses of wild flowers and I saw the fritillary
straight away. I, on viewing my photo later, realised it wasn't a Silver
Washed. I'm convinced that if the same area is viewed again in a
settled sunny period they will be seen again. It had been constant
mid 20s sunny conditions and ideal for the fritillaries - the three separate sighting of Silver Washed were all on bramble flowers in sunny
gladed spots.
I'm so excited that this is a first viewing and did wonder which is why I
emailed Robin Hemming. I have a whole album of shots I took yesterday which I posted on Butterfly UK (facebook) where several enthusiasts confirmed my ID - I used my 1936 Richard South book to help
confirm the ID!!
Jill Fountain “

First of all thanks Jill for sending in the record and photographs, it will be passed on for posterity.
In case you hadn’t already guessed Jill’s Fritillary was a Dark Green and the second picture on the previous
page is one of her photographs.
This record is important because it is 45 years since the previous record in Haugh Wood and it is
probable that the species has been there for all of that time and not recorded by anyone possibly not
seen or at least recognised by anyone. If it has been absent for that time then, with luck, it is recolonising
the wood from some other unknown area nearby.
If you get into Haugh Wood next summer then please look out for this butterfly and if you happen
to see any then please pass your records on to Bob.

White-letter Hairstreak
Whilst we are on the subject of butterflies turning
up in places where they have not been seen for
sometime, my wife and I had gone for a walk round
Haugh Wood south. At the bottom the wood where the
foresters clear-felled a larch plantation in the early 1980’s
was a large colony of White-letter Hairstreak Satyrium
w-album and then further along the bottom ride which
parallels the Fownhope—Woolhope road separated by a
field there was another colony of the butterfly. This latter
colony
although much reduced is the only one known
to still exist and if you wanted to stand a chance of seeing
the butterfly that was where you went. (In the 1980’s
there were 5 or 6 colonies throughout both halves of
Haugh Wood.) Back to my walk with the wife! We left the car park crossed the road and followed the path
down to the first fork where we turned right and carried on for a 150-200 yards. By the bench and the
butterfly walk display board I noticed a small brown butterfly feeding on the thistles White-letter
Hairstreak number 1 and at a considerable distance from the known colony. Great start!
We carried on along the path and came to the second large open intersection before turning left
and dropping down the hill to “Butterfly Corner” 20 yards down this path sitting in the middle of it was
White-letter Hairstreak number 2, the one in the picture above. Again this was some way from the last
colony and I was now in full W-l H hunting mode, not a thistle, bramble or ragwort flower was left
unchecked. From Butterfly corner we turned left along the bottom ride and reached the known colony site
to be rewarded with another sighting White-letter Hairstreak number 3.
Unfortunately that proved to be the last for the day; but again the results have significance.
Numbers 1 & 2 were along way from the known site. Were they just individuals specimens moving away
from the known colony or were they specimens from another (possibly 2) other colonies previously
unknown?
Time will tell! The butterfly I suspect is still seriously under-recorded and whilst it has undoubtedly lost
colonies in recent years there are, I suspect, many waiting to be found in Herefordshire. So when you are
out and about make a note of flowering elms in the spring and go back there in the summer and search
the tops of the trees (with binoculars!) and the flowers round about. You could well be lucky!
Martyn G Davies

Ewyas Harold Meadows and
Common Report Summer
2017
This summer has been a busy one
on the meadows with both
monitoring
and
practical
management being carried out.
2 field gates and an entrance stile
were replaced by Border Contracts
with impressive hole digging kit
that made the job much quicker!
Some of the meadows were
topped by a local farmer in early
July and August to control the
creeping thistle and docks. Sheep
are now grazing the whole reserve
and will be there until at least the
end of December.

Border Contracts fitting the new gate. Ewyas Harold Meadows
Photo Lucy Morton

Bee orchids were seen this year on the south facing slope and Dyer’s Greenweed
seems to be spreading into new areas of the reserve. Pearl-bordered and Dark
Green Fritillaries were seen nectaring in the meadows and the numbers of
second brood Common Blue were very good.
The numbers of Pearl-bordered Fritillary on the Common were good this year,
with numbers on the transect being 21, compared to 7 last year, 14 in 2015 and
4 in 2014. Timed counts are a more accurate way of assessing a particular
species, and the maximum timed count this year was 120 on 7th May by Ian Hart
and Dean Fenton.
Bee Orchid Ewyas Harold
Meadows
Photo: Ian Hart

Transect results included 1 Grizzled Skipper this year, the first since a single in
2015, and none in the previous years; 8 Dark Green Fritillaries were seen this
year, compared to 4 in the previous 2 years and non in 2014.
Management work on the Common for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary has involved
scrub clearance and bracken ride cutting. The work is funded by Natural England
through the Higher Level Stewardship Scheme and extra capital funding
specifically for the butterfly.

Kenton Lloyd cutting bracken rides.
Ewyas Harold Common
Photo Lucy Morton

Bracken ride in Area 13
Ewyas Harold Common
Photo Lucy Morton
The habitat work will continue
this winter, with Saturday and
Tuesday volunteer work parties,
and also contractors will be
employed on the Common to
carry out felling and bramble
clearance in order to create the
bare ground that will encourage
the Common Dog violet, the
food plant of the butterfly.
Thanks very much to Ian Hart, Sue Young and all the volunteers, who come out in all weathers, for
all the hard work they do counting, checking, cutting and clearing, enabling us to have this wonderful
meadow reserve. If you would like to come and help and have a great day out, please see the list of work
party dates, listed.

Three stunning photo’s from Eden Tanner of Pearl-bordered Fritillaries and their Violet foodplant

(Dates for work parties are on the separate page at
the end of this newsletter—ed)

Small Copper
In August 2016, my wife Katherine came back from a walk with our dog, reporting having seen a
Small Copper along the bank of the Wye at Hampton Bishop. This little butterfly is so delightfully distinctive
with its bright, clearly defined marking, that it is by no means one of the hardest butterflies to identify; but
having read about the sad reduction in numbers in recent years, she was glad when a week later, we both
saw one in the same spot on the riverbank. We made a note to look for them the following year, hopefully
to discover whether this single sighting represented a solitary Copper in transit, or with any luck, the
possibility of more to come.
The first brood is usually on the wing in May/June, and it was with some disappointment that we
did not find a single specimen. However, I remembered from 50 years ago, when Coppers could by no
means be described as a threatened species, that sightings were always more plentiful during the second
brood in late July/August/September. Consequently, it was
with some relief that we were rewarded with clear sightings
of three freshly hatched Small Coppers at exactly the same
spot on 10th August and a visit a few days later brought four
individuals. I hoped this increase would continue, but the
next visit on the 25th August was down to two sightings and
the following day, just one. All specimens were seen within a
hundred yards nectaring on Tansy, which is abundant here.
Writing on the 30 August it is too early to confirm how long
they will be flying, but hopefully they will be seen well into
September. I gather from other people’s sightings that Small
Copper numbers are up this year, which is most encouraging
for the prospects of this butterfly which, as we all know, has
had some very bad years recently.
Another species we were pleased to see in good numbers was Small Heaths at Merbach Hill, as
mentioned in the excellent book, Butterflies of the West Midlands. Our first visit there on 18 th June
produced three at the beginning of their flying season; but a return visit on 28 thAugust (Bank Holiday
Monday,) rewarded us with at least seven sightings.
We will be returning to these two locations in 2018, hoping for good numbers.
Jeremy Soulsby

A note from the editor.
I am sorry but this newsletter is going to be shorter than those we have produced in
the past. The reason for this is that I am hurrying to put it together (and print it out for those
of you without email access) before going into hospital later this month to have my second
knee replaced. However, I am delighted to have received some contributions from other
people and to include them here. So thanks to Lucy, Jill and Jeremy for their efforts. There is
of course a hint for all of you in that last sentence! Let me have items by the end of January
2018 to include in the next issue.
Martyn

The Rise and Rise of the Marbled White Melanargia galathea
“Here somewhat local, but not uncommon in the south of England and Wales up to East Yorkshire.
Commonest on chalk, but also present on Limestone and clay soils.” Thus wrote Edmund Sandars in 1939 in
his delightful book. In Herefordshire it was found only in a small number of places usually where limestone
breaks through to be the surface layer of rock, eg., parts of the Woolhope Dome such as Haugh Wood. It
was known from the Malvern Area, Ewyas Harold Common and Orcop. The latter wa discovered one day
whilst we were out looking for new sites for White-letter Hairstreak. We drove past a field in which was
growing what looked like one of the Bell Flowers; as these are Calcicoles (Lime tolerant) we stopped,
checked that they were Bell Flowers Campanula spp., and then waited to see if any Marbled whites flew
along, within 10 minutes we had seen at least three of them.
In more recent years there has been a
perception that they were spreading away from
their traditional haunts in the county and moving
into new areas not necessarily with Limestone
present; a similar move is being recorded in
Worcestershire. The larval stage feeds on grasses
and one in particular Red Fescue festuca rubra is
thought to be very important, but other grasses
are also eaten by the larvae.
Over the last two years I have recorded
them in places where formally I would not have
expected to see them including the 8th tee on
The Grove golf course just south of Leominster
(completely messed up my shot!).
If you see any next year especially if they
are away from the green dots on the map here
please pass the records onto Bob Hall and I will
get to see those records month by month. Look
throughout June/July. The Males are black and
white on the underside and the females are
brown and white, both are black and white on
their upperside.

A Lepidopterists’s Tale - Ray Birchenough
I first met Ray over 30 years ago when he retired to Herefordshire and came out with us on
some butterfly field trips organised by the West Midlands Branch. The famous one was to Aymestry where
we saw 4 of the 5 Herefordshire Fritillaries on the same day! Pearl and Small Pearl Bordered, Silver Washed
and Dark Green all within 100yards of each other. As befitting a man who has spent a lifetime studying Lepidoptera Ray has a store of anecdotes; in fact the first time we met on that field trip was tinged with comedy
and still remembered. We had found late specimens of Small Pearl-bordered and Pearl-bordered flying in a
meadow by the side of the hill along with some Silver-washed, whilst on the more open areas of the hillside
we quickly found more Silver-washed and Dark Green, so the hunt was on to find High Brown. Eventually a
fritillary was netted that could be except for one serious omission, the dark red, silver centred spots were
missing, so it must be a Dark Green! Problem! Not a dark green scale anywhere on the wings they were completely absent. After a few minutes we had gathered a small audience of interested onlookers who waited
while the two man committee of Ray and I discussed and checked photographs in books carried by one and
all and eventually decided that the silver markings, matched those of the Dark Green Fritillary. I think of this
every time I try and identify a new moth that turns up in my trap, how easy it eventually proved to be when
we checked everything carefully and how difficult some of the moths are to distinguish one from another
Ray when he was about fifteen cycled from his
home near Bromley the thirty or so miles to a wood near
Ham Street where the Blue Underwing as he calls it, or
Clifden Nonpareil Catocala fraxini as it is more commonly
known, flew. He took with him the equipment needed to
“sugar” the trees in the wood and having done that he sat
and waited for the moth to appear. Whilst he was waiting
another lepidopterist arrived to do the same but as it was
already done he joined Ray in waiting for the object of their
desire to appear. The very heavy rain came first but even this
did not deter them and still they waited. Eventually as dusk
started to fall a single specimen turned up and was netted
and taken back home; two days later the box the specimen was housed in yielded about two hundred and
fifty eggs. Ray supplied a small number of other amateurs, including his companion on the day of the capture
with eggs to breed through, whilst he negotiated with the local golf course to cut some aspen on their
property for caterpillar food. He bred them through and eventually returned to Ham Street where he
released over 100 adults back into the wild. Now before we start making comments on taking wild stock
from a special place remember we are talking of something that happened back in the summer of 1936 and
thinking about Lepidoptera was completely different in those days. Capturing specimens for the display
cabinet was the norm and releasing back into he wild was not done, excess specimens bred through at home
would have been sold or simply binned.
He still breeds moths now but they get released back into the wild or are used to show and educate
people including children. You often find eggs in the trap in a morning when you open it up. At a recent
‘Moth Breakfast’ we both attended he brought with him three Hawkmoths which fascinated the many
children at the event, both by their size and colouring and the way that they sat on their arms, fingers or
hands! This is one of the best ways to get people interested; let them have a close encounter with the
animal.
The above picture of the beast has been lifted from the West Midlands Facebook page and was taken
by Ken Willetts who had it in his trap in Worcestershire on the 24th September 2017 a first for
Worcestershire. A few days later another was caught in Worcestershire. Apparently one was caught in

Gloucestershire in 2016 but as yet I have not heard of any in our county, but who knows. Ray has a
wonderful set of records for his home in West Herefordshire which span 30+ years; and we would like to
digitise them and make them available for anyone to access but how we do it and where we lodge them is
still a mystery. Any ideas? Below is a photograph of part of his records.

“Wonder of the Day”
My book says “Widespread and common, feeds on Oaks”, so if
it is widespread why hasn’t it turned up in my trap? There are also plenty
of Oak trees around as well so that part of the equation is in place.
However, despite running my moth trap for the last two autumns I had
never caught a specimen of Griposia aprilina better known by its’ English
name – Merveille du Jour!! - the literal translation is “Wonder of the
Day”. Now there are plenty of moths which defy the frequently held
belief that moths are all brown or grey, Brimstones – Opisthograptis
luteolata are frequently amongst the catch in my garden and lately there
have been a large number of Light Emerald - Campaea margaritaria.
Both of these are very colourful but imagine my delight when a Merveille
du Jour turned up in the garden trap on 27th September. I’ll leave you to
judge if the wait and my desire to see one was worthwhile!
Martyn Davies

As always at this time of year there are work parties planned to maintain some sites for butterflies and in
some cases extend the useful area for them. Anybody and everybody can go along and help and the tools
will be provided but take some of yours in the boot of your car in case a lot of people turn up. Great exercise
for those who can and gentle exercise and the satisfaction of helping for those less able or elderly.

Ewyas Harold Work Parties
Saturdays 21st October, 18th November, 16th December, 20th January, 17th February, 17th March, 14th
April Meet at 10.00am. Contact Ian Hart 01981 510259 or yellowrattle4 @aol.com
Meet at the Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold Common adjacent to the top cattle grid GRSO382302. Approach
from Abbeydore off the B4347 at GRSO384306
Tuesdays 17th October, 7th November, 5th December, 9th January, 6th February, 6th March, Meet at
10.00am. Contact Lucy Morton 07503 220191 or lmorton@butterfly-conservation.org

Haugh Wood Work Parties
Saturdays 4th November, 2nd December, 6th January, 3rd February, 3rd March, Meet at 10.00am. Contact Kate Wollen 07786 526280 or Robin Hemming 01568 797351
Meet at the Haugh Wood FC car park GRSO597365 on the minor road from Mordiford to Woolhope

Wood White Project Work Parties Please contact Rhona Goddard if you plan to come on any of these
work parties on 01746 762364 or email at rgoddard@butterfly-conservation.org

Thursday 23rd November, Siege Wood, Herefordshire
Meet at Siege Wood car park GRSO605343.

Sunday 19th November, Wigmore Rolls, Herefordshire
Meet at the site entrance on the minor road leading west from Wigmore Village GRSO397688.

Thursday 11th January, Siege Wood, Herefordshire
Meet at Siege Wood car park GRSO605343.

Sunday 21st January, Wigmore Rolls, Herefordshire
Meet at the site entrance on the minor road leading west from Wigmore Village GRSO397688.

Tuesday 6th February
Joint work party with the Herefordshire Wildlife Trust - Venue to be confirmed

Your local officers
The following are officers of the West Midlands Branch and have specific responsibilities for
Herefordshire. I would like to thank them for the work they are doing. Long may it continue!
Regional Officers Dr Jenny Joy and Rhona Goddard, County Leader Dean Fenton, Conservation Officer
(Herefs) Ian Hart
Moth Officer Robin Hemming, Ewyas Harold Reserve Manager Ian Hart
These people are working to help the conservation of lepidoptera in Herefordshire - Thankyou

